Royal St George Yacht Club
DRESS CODE
Dining Room and Formal Bar (unless otherwise stated for special occasions):
During the Sailing Season – Smart Casual (no jacket or tie required)
Between lift-in and lift-out the dress code is smart casual and a jacket is not
required for gentlemen.
On Sailing Nights and during Sailing Events, when the Dining Room and Formal
Bar are being used as part of said event, dress code is neat, tidy and clean casual
clothes.
Outside the Sailing Season – Smart Casual with Jacket (no tie required)
Between lift-out and lift-in, the dress code is smart casual with jacket.
Ties: After 7pm on weekends, at Sunday Lunch and on Member occasions in the
Formal parts of the Club the use of a jacket and tie is encouraged.
Special Occasions The dress code on special occasions shall be as specified for such
event (e.g. black tie for the St George’s Day Dinner)
Members Bar and Club Room (Bistro):
At all times the dress code is neat, tidy and clean casual clothing.

Guidelines
Smart Casual means neat, tidy and clean smart indoor clothing, with a collared shirt or
polo neck, and excludes jeans, sneakers and tee shirts.
Unacceptable Dress At all times wet gear, sports clothing & footwear, working clothes
& footwear, and other clothing more appropriate to work, outdoor or sport’s wear are not
acceptable. In addition, no shorts, track suits, torn clothing, sailing boots, sneakers or
open footwear are permitted in the formal parts of the Club.
Good Judgment It is expected that Members and their guests will exercise appropriate
judgment in their observation of the Club’s dress code and always dress such that they
are within the stated guidelines.
Outdoor Clothing Coats (and equivalent) must be left in the changing or cloakrooms.
Guests Members are responsible for ensuring their guests comply with the dress code.
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